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Abstract. Cybersecurity continues to be a serious issue for any
sector in the cyberspace as the number of security breaches is
increasing from time to time. It is known that thousands of zeroday attacks are continuously emerging because of the addition of
various protocols mainly from Internet of Things (IoT). Most of
these attacks are small variants of previously known cyberattacks. This indicates that even advanced mechanisms such as
traditional machine learning systems face difficulty of detecting
these small mutants of attacks over time. On the other hand, the
success of deep learning (DL) in various big data fields has drawn
several interests in cybersecurity fields. The application of DL
has been practical because of the improvement in CPU and
neural network algorithms aspects. The use of DL for attack
detection in the cyberspace could be a resilient mechanism to
small mutations or novel attacks because of its high-level feature
extraction capability. The self-taught and compression
capabilities of deep learning architectures are key mechanisms
for hidden pattern discovery from the training data so that
attacks are discriminated from benign traffic. This research is
aimed at adopting a new approach, deep learning, to
cybersecurity to enable the detection of attacks in social internet
of things. The performance of the deep model is compared
against traditional machine learning approach, and distributed
attack detection is evaluated against the centralized detection
system. The experiments have shown that our distributed attack
detection system is superior to centralized detection systems
using deep learning model. It has also been demonstrated that
the deep model is more effective in attack detection than its
shallow counter parts.

Keywords: Cyber Security, Deep Learning, Internet of things,
Fog Networks, Smart Cities

1.

INTRODUCTION

As an emerging technology breakthroughs, IoT has enabled
the collection, processing and communication of data in smart
applications [1]. These novel features have attracted city
designers and health professionals as IoT is gaining a massive
application in the edge of networks for real time applications
such as eHealth and smart cities [2]. However, the growth in
the number, and sophistication of unknown cyber-attacks have
cast a shadow on the adoption of these smart services. This
emanates from the fact that the distribution and heterogeneity
of IoT applications/services make the security of IoT complex
and challenging [1],[3]. In addition, attack detections in IoT is
radically different from the existing mechanisms because of
the special service requirements of IoT which cannot be
satisfied by the centralized cloud: low latency, resource
limitations, distribution, scalability and mobility, to mention a
few [4]. This means that neither cloud nor standalone attack
detection solutions solve the security problems of IoT.
Because of this, a currently emerged novel distributed
intelligence, known as fog computing, should be investigated
for bridging the gap. Fog computing is the extension of cloud

computing towards the network edge to enable cloud-things
service continuum. It is based on the principle that data
processing and communication should be served closer to the
data sources [5]. The principle helps in alleviating the problem
of resource scarcity in IoT as costly storage, computation and
control, and networking might be offloaded to nearby fog
nodes. This in turn increases the effectiveness and efficiency
of smart applications. Like any services, security mechanisms
in IoT could be implemented and deployed at fog layer level,
having fog nodes as a proxy, to offload expensive storage and
computations from IoT devices. Thus, fog nodes provide a
unique opportunity for IoT in deploying distributed and
collaborative security mechanisms.
Though fog computing architecture can offer the necessary
service requirements and distributed resources, robust security
mechanisms are also needed resources to protect IoT devices.
As preventive security schemes are always with the
shortcomings design and implementation flaws, detective
mechanisms such as attack detection are inevitable [6]. Attack
detections can be either signature based or anomaly based
schemes. The signature based solution matches the incoming
traffic against the already known attack types in the database
while anomaly based scheme caters for attack detection as a
behavioral deviation from normal traffic. The former approach
has been used widely because of its high accuracy of detection
and low false alarm rate, but criticized for its incapability to
capture novel attacks. Anomaly detection, on the other hand,
detects new attacks though it lacks high accuracy. In both
approaches, classical machine learning has been used
extensively [7]. With the ever increasing in the attacker’s
power and resources, traditional machine learning algorithms
are incapable of detecting complex cyber breaches. Most of
these attacks are the small variants of previously known cyberattacks (around 99% mutations). It is evident that even the so
called novel attacks (1%) depend on the previous logics and
concepts [8]. This means that traditional machine learning
systems fail to recognize this small mutation as it cannot
extract abstract features to distinguish novel attacks or mutants
from benign. The success of deep learning in big data areas
can be adopted to combat cyber threats because mutations of
attacks are like small changes in, for instance, image pixels. It
means that deep learning in security learns the true face
(attack or legitimate) of cyber data on even small variations or
changes, indicating the resiliency of deep learning to small
changes in network data by creating high level invariant
representations of the training data. Though the application of
DL has been mainly confined to big data areas, the recent
results obtained on traffic classification, and intrusion
detection systems in [9],[10],[11] indicate that it could have a
novel application in identification of cyber security attacks.

Deep learning (DL) has been the breakthroughs of artificial
intelligence tasks in the fields of image processing, pattern
recognition and computer vision. Deep networks have
obtained a momentum of unprecedented improvement in
accuracy of classification and predictions in these complex
tasks. Deep learning is inspired by the human brain’s ability
to learn from experience instinctively. Like our brain’s
capability of processing raw data derived from our neuron
inputs and learning the high-level features on its own, deep
learning enables raw data to be fed into deep neural network,
which learns to classify the instances on which it has been
trained [12],[13]. DL has been improved over classical
machine learning usually due to the current development in
both hardware resources such as GPU, and powerful
algorithms like deep neural networks. The massive generation
of training data has also a tremendous contribution for the
current success of deep learning as it has been witnessed in
giant companies such as Google and Facebook [14],[15]. The
main benefit of deep learning is the absence of manual feature
engineering, unsupervised pre-training and compression
capabilities which enable the application of deep learning
feasible even in resource constraint networks [16]. It means
that the capability of DL to self-learning results in higher
accuracy and faster processing. This research is aimed at
adopting a novel distributed attack detection using deep
learning to enable the detection of existing or novel attacks in
IoT.
The contributions of our research area:
 To design and implement deep learning based
distributed attack detection mechanism, which
reflects the underlying distribution features of IoT
 To demonstrate the effectiveness of deep learning
in attack detection systems in comparison to
traditional machine learning in distributed IoT
applications
 To compare the performance of parallel and
distributed network attack detection scheme using
parameters sharing with a centralized approach
without parameters sharing in IoT.
2.

RELATED WORK

Though research works in the application of deep learning
have currently flourished in domains like pattern recognition,
image processing and text processing, there are a few
promising researches works around cybersecurity using deep
learning approach.
One of the applications of deep learning in cybersecurity is the
work of [9] on NSL-KDD dataset. This work has used selftaught deep learning scheme in which unsupervised feature

learning has been employed on training data using sparse-auto
encoder. The learnt features were applied to the labelled test
dataset for classification into attack and normal. The authors
used n-fold cross-validation technique for performance
evaluation, and the obtained result seems reasonable. This
research work is like ours in terms of feature learning though
it considers centralized system while our approach is
distributed and parallel detection system used for fog-to-things
computing. The other relevant work is the application of
autoencoders for anomaly detection in [17], in which normal
network profile has been learned by autoencoders through
nonlinear feature reduction. In their study, the authors
demonstrated that normal records in the test dataset have small
reconstruction error while it produced a large reconstruction
error for anomalous records in the same dataset. Intrusion
detection using a deep learning approach has also been applied
in vehicular security in [10]. The research has demonstrated
that deep belief networks (DBN) based unsupervised pretraining could enhance the intrusion detection accuracy.
Although the work is novel in its approach, the artificial data
used, and its centralized approach might limit its practicality
in fog networks. Another research of this category has been
conducted by [18]. The authors have proposed IDS which
adaptively detect anomalies using AutoEncoders on artificial
data. Both anomaly detection papers considered artificial data
cases which do not reflect the malicious and normal behaviors
of real time networks. Apart from that, they adopted a
centralized approach which is impractical for distributed
applications such as social internet of things in smart city
networks.
Deep learning approach has also been applied by [11] for
malicious code detection by using AutoEncoders for feature
extraction and Deep Belief Networks (DBN) as a classifier for
detection. The article has shown that the hybrid mechanism is
more accurate and efficient in time than using a sing DBN. It
strengthens that deep networks are better than shallow ones in
cyber-attack detection. The main limitation of this research is
that the dataset should have been more recent to come up with
the conclusion. Nevertheless, the research is significantly
different from ours since it does not handle the distributed
training and sharing of updated parameters. The other paper
which has investigated deep learning scheme for malicious
code detection is [19]. It has applied denoising AutoEncoder
for deeper features learning to identify malicious javascript
code from normal code. The result has produced promising
accuracy in the best-case scenario. Although the approach is
effective in web applications, it can be hardly applied to
distributed IoT/Fog systems. Our model is novel as it enables
parallel training and parameters sharing by local fog nodes,
and detects network attacks in distributed fog-to-things
networks using deep learning approach.

3.

CYBER SEC
CURITY IN SOC
CIAL IOT

ware have enaabled a
Thhe advancemeents in technollogies of hardw
m
massive numberr of IoT devices to be conneected to the Innternet.
mart city appplications are by far the qquickest and deeply
d
Sm
afffected areas oof public services by social internet of thiings as
this technologiccal breakthrouugh is helpinng cities to manage
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CT for
innnovative, sm
mart city desiign is to crreate a data-driven
appproach to pubblic service ddelivery, infrasstructure and public
planning. In general, thee social IoT
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F
1.
coomponents in the smart ccity are depiccted in the Fig.
Hoowever, this massive connnection of IoT
T devices as a data
coollection and ddistribution plaatform in the emergence off smart
citties could briing about novvel or variantt attacks whicch can
caause the loss of multi-millionn dollars and human
h
life [200].
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netw
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benign. For insttance, DoS aattacks are uusually knownn by
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multiplee sources. Tabble 1
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Fiig.1: Social Intternet of Things: Componennts of smart ciity
me as in tradditional
Thhough the attacks in IoT sseems the sam
Innternet, the scaale and simpliccity of attack targets
t
are largger for
IooT with limited protection. As the recennt survey [7] sshows,
DooS attacks are the most frrequently assoociated attackk types
wiith IoT/Fog nnetworks in ssocial internett of things suuch as
sm
mart cities. Thhe IoT ecosysttem consists oof a massive nnumber
off smart thingss distributed across
a
a givenn geographical area,
suuch as smart ccity. Millions of users are connected to social
seervices via IoT
T, taking advaantage of it for private and public
seervices. The iinterconnectivvity of these numbers of things,
t
hoowever, makess a fertile targget for malicioous adversariees who
caan exhaust theeir resources and launch DoS
D attacks. A DoS
atttack causes tthe denial off service for legitimate ussers or
noodes by a singgle host (DoS
S attack) or cooordinated atttackers
(D
DDoS attack) [[21],[22],[23]..
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4.

OVERVIEW
W OF DEEP LEA
ARNING

Deeep Learningg has been thhe state of tthe art for trraining
staability and generalizatioon, and acchieved signnificant
sccalability on bbig data. It extracts compplex and nonnlinear
hierarchical feaatures of trainning data of high dimension to
buuild a modell which trannsforms inputts to outputss (e.g.
claassification). Multi-layer deep networks are the most
prrevalent formss of deep leaarning algorithhms. The outtput of
eaach previous llayer and a bias are compuuted by a nonnlinear
acctivation functtion f to form weighted inpputs Wn for thhe next
layyer n of a neuural network, i.e an=f(Wnakk-1) [25]. Actiivation
fuunctions are liisted in the taable 2. Givenn a set of unlabeled
traaining data {{x(1), x(2),x(3), …}, deep learning
l
algorithms
ussually set outpput values to bbe either equall or less than inputs.
i
Thhe cost functioons to be optim
mized in deep models duringg deep
feature extractioon are generallly loss functions. In the eqquation
1, loss functioon is shown in which thee first term is the
reconstruction eerror specifiedd using the mean of sum-of-square
errror terms for k instances of training daata, and the ssecond
terrm is a regulaarization term which is usedd for avoidingg overfittting problem in training.
J(W
W,b)

In ttraining process, as the layer
l
increasees, abstractionn of
feattures increasees towards thhe answers off the model. The
activation functiion and weeight matricees determine the
absttraction naturre at every laayer of the nnetwork, but it is
challlenging to enable the deep learning modeel to automaticcally
learrn training parrameters that meet the accuuracy objectivve of
the deep networkk. The parametters of trainingg are usually leearnt
throough gradient descent, whiich is a nonliinear optimizaation
probblem. Gradiennt descent is initiated randdomly by settiing a
set of deep netwoork parameterrs, but it is uppdated at each step
to ddecrease the gradient by ccomputing grradient descennt of
nonnlinear functioon being opptimized. Thee output of this
repeetition yields the optimizattion of the alggorithm to a llocal
optiimum.
mber of classes, softmax iss employed aat the
For a known num
endd of neural nnetworks as activation funnction. Havinng p
classses in the daataset and deeep network iinputs x, soft
ftmax
assuumes that thee probability tthat P(y=p|x) for each valuue of
p=11,…,P could bbe estimated as it outputss a K-dimensiional
vecttor summed tto 1. In other words, our eestimate hө(x) take
the following form
m [26]:

k



k=0

∑

∑

∑

1

W
Where nl repressents the numbber of layers aand sl is the nnumber
off nodes in eachh layer
Taable 2: Activattion functionss
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wheere θ(1),θ(2),…
…,θ(K)∈Rn are
a the parameeters of our moodel,
andd the term

is normalizationn of

∑

disttribution. The cost function of softmax wiill be given byy:
ө

m of minimizinng the loss funnction L(W, B | j) is
Thhe mechanism
a sstochastic graddient descent (SGD, where the gradient L(W,
b | J) is a staandard gradiennt computed vvia backpropaagation
ussing constant α as a learningg rate. The finnal parameterss W, B
arre obtained by averaging. E
Equation (2) shhows the iterattion of
staandard gradiennt descent on updates of w
weight W and bias b
ussing sample i until the coonvergence iss obtained. As
A the
grradient descennt of parameteers over the w
whole availablle data
(bbatch) is not efficient,
e
com
mputing gradieent over minii-batch
(saampling subseet) simplifies tthe learning prrocess [15].
W b|j
∂L W,
≔
α
∂
b|j
∂L W, b
2
≔
α
∂
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1

∑

exp
p
eexp

OUR APPROA
ACH

models and hosting
Thee fog nodes are responsible for training m
attack detection systems at thhe edge of thhe distributedd fog
work since thhey are closeer to the smart infrastructtures
netw
suppported by sociial internet of things. The cooordinating master
m
nodde should be iin place for ccollaborative parameter shaaring
andd optimization.. In addition tto giving the aautonomy of llocal
meter
attack detectionn using loccal training and param
optiimization, the benefits of thhis approach arre the acceleraation
of ddata training near to the source and thee gain of upddated
paraameters from
m neighbors. The master nnode updatess the
paraameters of each cooperatiive node, annd propagatess the
resuulting update back to the worker nodees. This plaays a

siggnificant rolee in offloadiing storage and computaational
ovverheads of m
models, data annd parameterss from IoTs while
w
it
prrovides fast response
r
timee. The centraalized traininng and
opptimization aapproach couuld be extended to distrributed
neetworks by ddistributing SG
GD. Figure 2 shows a ggeneral
arrchitecture of our distributted and paralllel attack dettection
syystem in fog-too-things compputing.

Tabble 3: snapshott of records in NSL-KDD daataset
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Thee original dataaset consists oof 125,973 reccords of trainn and
22,5544 records off test, each wiith 41 featuress such as duraation,
prottocol, service, flag, source bbytes, destinattion bytes, etc.. The
traff
ffic distributioon of NSL-KD
DD dataset iss shown as inn the
tablles 4(a) and 4((b).

Fiig.2: Distributeed attack detecction architectture for Fog-toothings networkss
Thhe outputs off model trainiing on distribbuted fog noddes are
atttack detectionn models andd their associiated local learning
paarameters. Theese local paraameters are sent
s
to coordiinating
foog node for gllobal update aand re-propaggation. This sharing
sccheme results in better learrning as it ennables to sharre best
paarameters and avoids local overfitting.
o
6.
6.1.

EV
VALUATION

DAT
TASET, ALGOR
RITHM AND ME
ETRICS

KD
DDCUP99 [27], ISCX [28] and NSL-KD
DD [24] are thee most
coommonly usedd datasets in the intrusion detection ressearch.
W
We used NSL-K
KDD intrusionn dataset whicch is available in csv
foormat for moddel validation and evaluatioons. The NSL
L-KDD
intrusion dataseet not only refflects the traffi
fic compositionns and
intrusions, but are also it is modifiable, extensiblee, and
T dataset coomposes of thhe attacks shoown in
repproducible. The
tabble 1, and iddentified as a kkey attack in IoT/Fog com
mputing
[1-5]. Table 3 shhows sample records
r
of NSL-KDD dataseet.

Tabble 4 (a): traffic distribution of NSL-KDD
D in 2-class
Trafffic
Test
Training
Norrmal
67343
9711
Attaack
58630
128833
Tottal
125973
225544
Tabble 4 (b): traffiic distribution of NSL-KDD
D in multi-class
Trafffic
Test
Training
Norrmal
67343
9711
DoS
S
45927
74558
Probbe
11656
27554
R2L
L
995
24221
U2R
R
52
2000
Tottal
125973
225544

t network, categorical feeatures have been
Beffore training the
encooded into discrete
d
feattures using 1-to-n encooding
techhnique. Becauuse of encodding, we obtained 123 input
i
feattures and 1 label, as shoown in the table 5. For our
experiment, we hhave taken the dataset in 22-class (normaal vs
attack) and 4-claass (normal, DoS, Probe, R2L.U2R). The
U2R is mergeed to R2L too form a classs of
minnority class U
R2L
L.U2R.
Tabble 5: the encoded form of our dataset

manny of the attaacks does the model returnn, while preciision
reprresents how m
many of the rreturned attacks are correctt. F1
Meaasure providess the harmonicc average of precision and recall
r
[31]]. The mathem
matical repressentation of these metrics caan be
deriived from confusion matrix as:

Thhe system uses the same tecchnique of preeprocessing foor both
traaining and testt. At this step,, the data is reeady for traininng and
tessting. Supposse Dn are daata across n nodes in thhe fog
eccosystem, and Wn,bn are paarameters their local param
meters ,
eaach node havinng local data Dna subset off Dn as samplles per
iteeration. Each node runs daata training onn deep netwoorks in
paarallel way, buut asynchronouusly exchangee learned param
meters
wiith the coordinnating node. T
The coordinatiing node broaadcasts
the update reegularly.
Thhe followingg algorithm shows
distributed trainning on each local fog nodde while exchaanging
uppdated parameeters with neigghbor nodes vvia coordinatinng fog
noode.

Allgorithm 1: local training annd parameter eexchange
1.
2.

3.
4.

from maaster to
workerss
For nodde n in the netw
work, do in paralllel:

Get local trraining traffic ssample i ∈ Dna
n from
local Dn
Execute SGD
D on local trafffic, and updatee wji ∈

Wn, biases bjji ∈ bn
∂L W, b|jj
≔
α
1
∂
∂L W, b|jj
≔
α
2
∂
Compute 
and  and ssend to master nnode

,
=
 ,

Compuute
Repeat (1)

Actu
tual:NORMA
L
Actu
tual:ATTACK
K

NORMA
Predicted:N
L
TN

P
Predicted:ATT
TAC
K
F
FP

FN

T
TP
,

,
1

,
1

,
2
2

2

wheere, TP: true positive,
p
TN: ttrue negative, FP: false posiitive,
FN:: false negative

Recievee initial or upd
date of

IIn the training and testing phhase, Apache Spark [29] haas been
ussed for disttributed and parallel proocessing of SGD
assynchronouslyy, while Keraas on Theano package [300] was
em
mployed for ddeep learning.. The most im
mportant evalluation
m
metrics for attaack detection such as accuuracy, the dettection
raate (DR) andd false alarm
m rate (FAR)) were choseen for
coomparison bettween deep and shallow models. How
wever,
peerformance meetrics such as precision, reccall and F1 M
Measure
haas been added a comparisonn between indivvidual classess in the
deeep learning m
model DR dennotes ratio off intrusion insstances
deetected by thee model, whiile FAR reprresents the raatio of
m
misclassified noormal instancees. Accuracy is the percenttage of
truue detection oover total dataa instances. Recall
R
indicatees how

RIMENTAL ENV
VIRONMENT
6.2. EXPER

As a first attemppt towards expploring the peerformance off our
moddel, we used the 2-class (nnormal and aattack) and 4-class
(norrmal, DoS, Probe, R2L.U22R) categoriess. In perform
mance
meaasure, unseen test data aree chosen to rrepresent zeroo-day
attack detections. Our experimeent has two obbjectives. Thee first
one is to comparee the result off our distributeed attack detecction
withh a centraliized system. This experriment has been
conducted by depploying the deeep learning m
model on a siingle
c
nnodes
nodde for centralized system, aand multiple coordinated
for distributed atttack detectioon. To test thhe performancce of
paraallelism and ddistribution, ass a benchmarkk for our detecction
scheeme, we varieed the numberr of machiness used for traiining
the network as a function
f
of traaining accuraccy. The secondd one
t evaluate tthe effectivenness of deep learning aggainst
is to
shalllow learning algorithms foor attack deteection in IoT. The
deepp learning sysstem, after hypper-parameter optimizationss, has
usedd 123 input features,
f
150 ffirst layer neuurons, 120 second
layeer neurons, 50 third layer neurons andd the last soft
ftmax
layeer with neuronns equal to thee number of cllasses. The m
model
has various batchh sizes in 50 eppochs, and traained with droopout
to aavoid the overhheating probleem.

6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

DL run time (ms)

SL run time ( ms)

140
120
training time (ms)

In the evaluation process, classification accuracy and other
metrics were used to show the effectiveness of our scheme
compared to shallow models in distributed IoT at fog level.
The comparison of distributed training to centralized approach
in accuracy is also one of our evaluation criteria. Table 5
compares the accuracy of the deep and shallow models, while
fig. 3 shows the accuracy difference between centralization
and distribution.
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Model
Type
DM
SM

Table 7 (a): Performance of 2-class

Accuracy
(%)
99.20
95.22

DR
(%)
99.27
97.50

FAR
(%)
0.85
6.57

Accuracy
(%)
98.27
96.75

DR
(%)
96.5
93.66

FAR
(%)
2.57%
4.97

Model Type
Deep Model
Shallow
Model

Class

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F1 Measure (%)

Normal
Attack
Normal
Attack

99.36
99.02
97.95
92.1

99.15
99.27
93.43
97.50

99.26
99.14
95.65
94.72

Table 7 (b): Performances of 4-class
Model
Type
Deep
Model

Shallow
Model

Class
Normal
DoS
Probe
R2L.U2R
Normal
DoS
Probe
R2L.U2R

Precision
(%)
99.52
97
98.56
71
99.35
96.55
87.44
42

Recall
(%)
97.43
99.5
99
91
95
99
99.48
82.49

F1
Measure
(%)
98.47
98.22
98.78
80
97
97.77
93
55.55

The experiment result has demonstrated double standards. The
first one is that the distributed model has a better performance
than the centralized model. As it can be seen from fig. 3, with
the number of increased nodes in the distributed network of
Fog systems, the overall accuracy of detection increased from
around 96% to over 99%. The detection rate in table 6 also
exhibits that deep learning is better than classic machine
learning for both binary and multi-classes. This shows that
distributing attack detection functions across worker fog nodes
is a key mechanism for attack detection in social IoT systems
such as a smart city which needs real time detection. The
increase in accuracy on distributed scheme could be because
of collaborative sharing of learning parameters which avoids
overfitting of local parameters, and hence, contributes to the
accuracies of each other. On the other hand, the accuracy of
the deep model is greater than that of shallow model, as shown
in the table 6. In addition, table 6 shows the false alarm rate of
the deep model, 0.85% is much less than that of machine
learning model (6.57%). As shown in table 7 (a) and (b), the
performance of deep learning is better than the normal
machine learning model for each class of attack. For instance,
the recall of deep model is 99.27%, while the traditional
model has a recall of 97.50% for a binary classification.
Similarly, the average recall of DM is 96.5% whereas SM has
scored average recall of 93.66% in multi-classification.
However, fig.4 shows that deep learning takes longer learning
time than traditional machine learning algorithms while the
detection rates (fig.5) of the both algorithms are significantly
the same. It is expected that deep networks consume larger
time in training because of the size of parameters used in
learning. The main issue for attack detection systems focuses
more on the detection speed than the learning speed. Thus,
this indicates that deep learning has a huge potential to
transform the direction of cybersecurity as attack detection in
distributed environments such as IoT/Fog systems has
indicated a promising result.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a distributed deep learning based IoT/Fog
network attack detection system. The experiment has shown
the successful adoption of artificial intelligence to
cybersecurity, and designed and implemented the system for
attack detection in distributed architecture of IoT applications
such as smart cities. The evaluation process has employed
accuracy, the detection rate, false alarm rate, etc as
performance metrics to show the effectiveness of deep models
over shallow models. The experiment has demonstrated that
distributed attack detection can better detect cyber-attacks than
centralized algorithms because of the sharing of parameters
which can avoid local minima in training. It has also been

demonstrated that our deep model has excelled the traditional
machine learning systems such as softmax for the network
data classification into normal/attack when evaluated on
already unseen test data. In the future, we will compare
distributed deep learning IDS for on another dataset and
different traditional machine learning algorithms such as
SVM, decision trees and other neural networks. Additionally,
network payload data, will be investigated to detect intrusion
as it might provide a crucial pattern for differentiation.
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Highlights
 Deep learning has been proposed for cyber-attack
detection in IoT using fog ecosystem
 We demonstrated that distributed attack detection
at fog level is more scalable than centralized cloud
for IoT applications
 It has also been shown that deep models have
excelled shallow machine learning models in
cyber-attack detection in accuracy.
 In the future, other datasets and algorithms as well
as network payload data will be investigated for
comparisons and further enhancements.

